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Bad News – External Pressures
make the Future Difficult
•

Entire earth system is changing!
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Challenges
• Growing demand
• Losses in supply and
distribution
• Perceptions and
behavior
• Scarcity
• Ageing infrastructure
• Skills and competency
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Source : The International Benchmarking Network for Water and Sanitation Utilities (IBNET)
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International l/c/d benchmark
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Source : The International Benchmarking Network for Water and Sanitation Utilities (IBNET)
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Why Behaviour change is necessary

• Water is a finite resource

• Scarcity can only be resolved through:
• Efficient use
• Conserving
• Behaviour change

• HOWEVER:
• Behaviour change is difficult
• Behaviour change is long term
• Behaviour change is also about changing
beliefs and some traditions
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Garden Irrigation
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We are not alone
Tim Wagstaff from Essex & Suffolk Water gave a brilliant presentation about
what innovative methods they use to try and encourage their customers to
uptake water efficiency initiatives.
• On average they achieve an industry leading uptake rate of about 20%,
but how to reach out to that remaining 80% of customers? They have tried
everything from personalised post it notes, eye catching packaging to
offering incentives.
• Essex & Suffolk have also carried out some research to try and determine
why the 80% are not receptive to the messages.
• The three main reasons given were:
• 1) no time to do it
• 2) it put on top of a pile of other things and forgotten about
• 3) added onto a ‘to-do’ list but don’t get around to it.

• There was then some discussion about if the customers actually perceive
if there is a problem or not and if the customers actually believe they can
make a difference or achieve a saving.
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Models of behaviour change

Source: Jackson 2005

Objective
Durham Water

10% reduction in
domestic water use

Cost

Impact

Potential

$80,000 to implement 17% reduction in peak Highlights the
but financial savings of water use over time
importance of tackling
$945,000
the individual, social
and material contexts
of behaviour
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Behaviour change approaches
• DSM is a key component of managing water and
electricity resources
• Strategies to promote water/electricity
conservation:
• Pecuniary approaches (price or tax)
• Structural approaches (water restrictions, load
shedding)
• Information/education campaigns

• Non‐price behavioural nudges
•
•
•
•

Inexpensive
Scalable
Not punitive (income spectrum)
Tackles the salience and norms
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SALIENCE
“the property of being noticeable or important, the
perceptual quality by which an observable thing stands out
relative to its environment, a set of reasons which draw an
observer's attention toward a particular object.”

SALIENCE
• Lack of salience around usage:
– Consumption is often unobservable
– Often not easily quantifiable

• Lack of salience around price:
– Pay for water after usage
– Inclining block tariff system

• Make usage and price more salient

19

SOCIAL NORMS

SOCIAL NORMS
• Signal a social convention or
appropriate behaviour within a group
• Pro‐social (pro‐environmental)
behaviour can be encouraged by
making social norms (appropriate
behaviour) more explicit
20
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Figure 1: Example of OPOWER home energy
reports (Allcott 2011)

Figure 2: Strong social norm letter (Ferraro
and Miranda 2013)‐
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Previous Work with City of Cape
Town
Electricity Consumption Study
(Smith and Visser, 2008)
• 6 310 Households

Water Consumption Study
(Smith and Visser ‐ WRC, 2012)
•300 000+ households (once off
intervention)

Behavioural Study Implemented in CoCT
(most recent)
• Targeting residential households over 6
months
• Behavioral interventions used to effect
water savings
• Coincides with severe national water
scarcity and implementation of a tariff
increase 2 months after the start of our
roll‐out
• Using Large Scale Randomised Control
Trials
• The study consists of one control group
and nine treatment groups (with each
treatment group receiving a different
message).
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Behavioural messages
• The nine treatments are classified into 5 groups which are
outlined below:
• Information around water saving
• Households provided with water conservation tips in a one‐page insert. This
information was adapted from material provided by the local municipality
(which was publicly available).

• Financial information
• The financial messages provide a graphical breakdown of the information on
the bill. The messages are intended to make both tariff rates and level of
consumption more salient.

• Social comparisons
• The social norm message graphically compares the household's average daily
water consumption to that of the average for the neighbourhood.

• Social recognition for conservation efforts
• These messages encourage households to reduce their water consumption as
part of a municipality‐led initiative. Some households are further told that their
water‐saving achievements will be publicly recognised on the municipality’s
website.

• Appeals to the public good for voluntary reductions in the context of
water scarcity
• The message highlights the public‐good context by encouraging households to
voluntary reduce their water consumption in order to reduce the stress on
water resources and prevent future water restrictions.

Sample Size
• The sample size is the residential population of the City of
Cape Town
• Excluding commercial and bulk accounts, apartment flats,
and those consuming only within Tariff Block 1.
• Total expected sample size of 412,480 households:
113,312 are indigent and 299,168 are not indigent
residents.
• Sample stratified on suburbs (676) and tariff blocks (6
total).
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TREATMENTS
• The first category of messages promoted water conservation by addressing informational failures
around price and usage of water. In the tips treatment, households are provided with water
saving tips which quantify, where possible, the water savings associated with a particular water‐
saving action. The tariff graph treatment aims to improve household’s understanding of the tariff
structure providing a visual break‐down of the nonlinear tariff structure and situates the
household’s consumption within six tariff blocks. The financial gain treatment specifically aims to
raise salience about the potential financial gains involved in saving water. It quantifies the
monthly and annual savings from reducing consumption and moving into the preceding tariff
block. In the financial loss treatment, the financial metric is framed as financial loss (from not
reducing consumption) instead of a financial gain. The hypothesis in this case was that losses
loom larger than gains and that households might be more responsive to such a framing.
• The second group of messages promoted water conservation via social incentives and appeals to
the public good. In the social norm treatment, a household’s consumption is compared to the
average household in their neighbourhood. In the intrinsic motivation treatment, households are
asked to help the City save water by supporting a City‐led water saving initiative and reducing
consumption by 10% over the study period. In contrast, in the social recognition treatment,
households that succeed in reducing their usage by 10% are publicly recognized on the City's
website. Finally, as water scarcity is a classic public‐good dilemma, the study also introduced a
public good treatment that framed water savings as contributing towards a common good.
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TIPS

29

Salience

30
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RESULTS
• Overall, the behavioural messaging had a significant and positive
effect on water savings – leading to an average reduction of water
usage of 0.57%‐1.86% across various treatments.
• All the treatments resulted in significantly greater reductions in
consumption compared to the control group – even in a context of
water scarcity, water restrictions and tariff increases.
• In terms of comparing the effect of different treatments: the social
recognition framing (households that succeeded in reducing their
usage by 10% were publicly recognized on the City's website)
consistently outperformed the other messages over both the short
and long(er) run. In other words, public recognition of water‐
conservation efforts is the most effective motivator of pro‐
environmental behaviour.

RESULTS
• Examining the results of the social preference treatments, this study finds no
significant impact in the the poorest households. Households in the middle
income receiving the social norm treatment reduce consumption by an average
286 liters (1.27%) per month, and even greater reductions of 344 liters (1.3%) and
386 liters (1.04%) are achieved in the fourth and fifth quintiles, respectively.
• The social recognition and public good treatments are particularly effective
amongst wealthiest homes, where treated households reduce consumption by
an average of 996 liters (2.7%) and 534 liters (1.45%), respectively.
• One of the main reasons why households were not as responsive to financial
treatments may well be that the cost of water is still a negligible amount of the
budgets of middle and high income households. As indicated earlier, price
elasticity of demand for water is generally found to be relatively unresponsive
locally and internationally due to the relatively cheap cost of water.
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Never Waste a Good Crisis

• 80% of future stress from

population & development,
not climate change!

• However, climate change

has focused our minds on
‘doing the right thing’ never waste a good crisis

Vörösmarty et al. 2000

Thank YOU??
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